




With the spate of chains closing in the past
few weeks, many a national broadcaster and
newspaper forecast the demise of the high
street. They are wrong.

The likes of Sharps, Habitat, TJ Hughes and
Moben have had their own reasons for
closing and many of their stores were miles
from a high street. The demise of so many
chains in the space of a few days has more to
do with rent day than the high street. 

Being able to research major purchases
online has allowed shoppers to find the
lowest priced commodity and expose those
stores that cannot offer an alternative reason
to clicking on checkout. 

The best performing retailers of late have
been those that combine online with a
physical presence and something you cannot

get elsewhere – be it product, service or
reputation. John Lewis, for example, is seeing
runaway online sales. Like many independent
retailers, the chain’s success is built on service
and reputation – the things everyone should
be reinforcing as rivals go to the wall.

Rather than the empty high street
imagined, it is increasingly looking like the
future will keep a large market share for
independents with only a few major retailers
per sector.

Habitat’s demise brought back memories
of the end of Woolworths. My local branch
was packed as the closing down sale began,
with shoppers saying it was a shame but
making positive noises about the reduced
prices. The same shoppers who probably
hadn’t set foot in the store previously. And as
ever staff were rarer than a British
Wimbledon winner.

Thanks to everyone who voted in the
Interiors Monthly Awards – the winners will
be revealed in the next issue. 

August will also see us launch a fortnightly
email newsletter to keep you up to date in
between issues. Please fax the leaflet
contained in this issue, or email the details, to
make sure you don’t miss out.
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The UK’s one
and only dedicated
flooring event

4-5-6 SeptemberBe part of the Harrogate Experience 2011!

For more information on stand 
bookings/show details

please contact David or Wendy
Tel: 01423 779967      Fax: 01423 770121

david@harrogateflooringshow.net
www.harrogateflooringshow.net

already on board!

on stand space costs

affordable prices

SFlooring show will be the only dedicated flooring trade show in the
UK for 2011. We are once again committed to bringing the best for all

participate in some of the seminar programmes.

| | | 
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Gloves on for Carlo deliveries: Cavendish Upholstery is to introduce what it says is a
first for a UK upholstery manufacturer. For its bestselling Carlo (pictured) it will offer
next day direct home delivery with a two-man white glove service, including delivery
to the consumer’s room of choice and packaging removal, from 1 August.

Carpetright saw its underlying
operating margin almost halve in the
past year in the UK and Republic of
Ireland. Sales fell by 4.9% to £404.5m
in the year to 30 April while underlying
operating margin dropped from 6.2%
to 3.6%.

The company says the sales decline
‘has been predominantly in carpet,
where the proportion of cut length
business has continued to increase
relative to the pay and take roll stock’. 

But, it says, taking the year as a
whole, the vinyl business also fell back,
although in the final quarter this was
at a lower rate, assisted by new lines
and product specific advertising.

‘Sales of laminate/wood categories
continued to decline, although recent
developments in the manufacturing
process are now delivering an
improved product. We believe these
categories could provide an area of
growth in the coming year, supported
by the strength of our value and
service proposition,’ says Carpetright.

Bed sales rose 30% and now make
up £20.6m of sales, with 40 more
departments planned, increasing the
number to 278.

The growth in online product
research means fewer stores than
expected will be needed. Leases on 94
of its 559 stores are due to expire in

the next five years, which is likely to
see an acceleration of Carpetright’s
store size reduction and closure plans.

Its website now attracts 60,000
unique visitors a week and generates
700 sample requests and 500
appointments.The company is
investing in call centre staff to follow
up leads and convert enquiries.

Group sales fell by 5.8% to £486.8m
with pre-tax profits dropping from
£22.3m to £6.6m. No final dividend
will be paid. Although no update was
given on current trading, Lord Harris,
executive chairman says: ‘I see no
respite from the challenging
environment over the next year.’

‘No respite’ as Carpetright’s
sales fall and margins halve

ScS set to add 
carpets to its offer
Upholstery chain ScS is to introduce flooring
departments to its 97 stores from September.

Following comprehensive research into what its
customers want, ScS found that most people
typically replace both their sofas and carpets at
the same time. 

‘It seemed logical to bring both purchases
together under one roof,’ says David Knight, ScS
chief executive.

‘It’s brilliant news for the customer as it makes
the buying decision so much easier, and fantastic
news for us,’ he says.

It is understood the chain has spoken to a
handful of carpet suppliers about mid-range
products.

Profits up at DFS despite sales slip
Upholstery chain DFS increased
underlying profits by 3.1% to £56.2m
despite sales falling by 0.7% to £486m in
the nine months to the end of April.

The chain says it has agreed leases on
eight further stores, which will open from
August. 

‘The modest decline in sales reflects a
softening of overall consumer spending
during early 2011. However despite this
sales, including VAT, remain ahead of the
39 week period last year by 1.3%,’ says
Ian Filby, DFS chief executive. 

‘The [new] stores represent the first

phase of our plan to bring DFS within
reach of all significant customer bases
within the UK.’

The store rollout programme is
expected to deliver a target of
approximately 20 additional stores by
July 2013, says Filby.
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More layoffs at bed firms
Three bed manufacturers – Cumfilux, Sealy and Airsprung –
are restructuring in response to market conditions, a month
after Horatio Myer made 70 staff redundant.

Cumfilux says its Dudley, West Midlands factory will see a
phased closure by September with production moving to
the Rochester, Kent factory used by sister brands
Sleepeezee and Nestledown. About 70 staff work at the
Dudley unit.

Some 30 jobs are set to go at Airsprung, with 25 factory

and five office positions likely to be made redundant.
Sealy is looking to reduce its workforce by 40, about 10%.

The firm says it delayed a decision for as long as possible,
recently introducing four-day weeks and shutdowns, but
concluded job cuts were in the firm’s long-term interest.

Separately, John Cotton is to launch a Sealy branded
collection of bedding products. The agreement will also see
the bed firm receive priority access to John Cotton’s zoned
Airstream technology to incorporate into its mattresses.

Furniture firms Starbay and Halo have called off negotiations over a
partnership that would have seen Halo take a minority stake in Starbay.

Jean Mouret, Starbay founder and chairman, and Tim Oulton, Halo
owner, said calling a halt to the talks was an amicable decision which left
both companies open to pursue other opportunities.

‘There is no particular reason other than the fact the two companies 
had other opportunities they wanted to pursue,’ says Mark Hafer, Starbay
president. 

‘The two owners have a very amicable relationship and a great deal of
regard for each other, and I am sure we will continue that amicable
relationship. But at this point there were just other opportunities to pursue
other than a joint venture agreement.’

No joint venture for Starbay and Halo

Starbay and Halo cancel
partnership negotiations 

Metro drops Victoria
The Metro flooring buying group has removed
Victoria Carpets from its own label offer and
rebate scheme in the wake of the manufacturer’s
move to supply Tesco (Interiors Monthly, June).

At the group’s AGM last month, its members
voted unanimously to remove Victoria products.

‘Our members want to send a clear message to
Victoria, and any other supplier who may be
considering similar schemes, that dealing with 
the public direct is not acceptable under any
circumstances,’ says David Kipping, Metro chief
executive.

Victoria supplied Metro with 21 ranges and was
its fifth largest carpet supplier last year.

Tescocarpets.com offers nine ranges from
£13.99-£24.99 per sqm and the exclusive ranges
are being sold through a Victoria subsidiary,
Carpets@Home, which is responsible for service. 

Victoria declined to comment other than to say
this is Tesco policy until the venture is up and
running when it will be taken under Tesco
ownership.

The future of four interiors companies is in doubt
after HomeForm moved to appoint an administrator.
Fitted bedroom chain Sharps, Moben Kitchens,
Kitchens Direct and Dolphin Bathrooms have a
combined 160 showrooms directly employing some
1,300 staff alongside 1,500 self-employed fitters and
designers.

A pre-pac deal is likely for Sharps and Kitchens
Direct as HomeForm says it is ‘close to securing a
deal that will safeguard [their] future’. Buyers for
Moben and Dolphin were being sought as Interiors
Monthly went to press.

When previously in administration, HomeForm
was bought by investment firm Sun Capital Partners,
owner of ScS Upholstery, in April 2007.

Futures in doubt
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Buying group SMG has appointed Mike
Symonds to the new role of head of group
operations, taking full responsibility for its
future development, marketing activities and
relationship liaison with both members and
suppliers. Chris Moffat, chief executive, will
become executive chairman on 1 September.

Jim Murphy, Airsprung Beds
sales director, has been
promoted to md,
succeeding Paul Lamb.

Jon Gatfield succeeds Neal Mernock as
Silentnight Group chief executive, after the
group was bought from administration by HIG.
Gatfield is a senior director of business
consultant Alvarez & Marsal, and has 26 years
experience in the food industry, specialising in
supply chain management. 

Vogue Beds Group has
appointed Roy Rodger as its
Scotland agent. 

Cormar Carpets has named
Paul Lawrence as a sales
representative for central
and south London.

Vita Group has promoted 
Jon Cheele to cellular foams
divisional ceo, succeeding
Peter David who stepped
down after five years. Cheele
was previously cellular foams
North region regional
director including responsibility for Ball &
Young and Vita Cellular Foams (UK).

TJ Hughes faces
administration
Department store chain TJ Hughes was
on the brink of collapse for the second
time in three months as Interiors
Monthly went to press.

The 99 year-old chain, which has 
57 stores, said it would appoint
administrators after a 19.9% like for like
sales drop in the past three months. 

Last year it lost more than £10m. It
was rescued by private equity firm
Endless in March for a nominal amount.

The chain has about 4,000 staff.

Long regarded as a retail icon, Habitat
has become a brand in a £24.5m deal
with Argos and Homebase parent Home
Retail Group.

Three London branches will be
retained: Tottenham Court Road, King’s
Road and Finchley Road, to serve as
showrooms. The other 30 stores are to be
closed. HRG is also buying the rights to
the Habitat brand in the UK and the
Republic of Ireland and its online store.

Administrator Zolfo Cooper says orders
and deposits are safe. The 30 stores have
begun a 20% closing down sale.

HRG is likely to have dedicated Habitat
areas in Homebase stores and to sell the
branded products at Argos, as it has
done with the Hygena and Schreiber
brands.

The chain was bought by Hilco in
December 2009 with a £45m dowry from
the Kamprad family, who acquired it in
1992 from Storehouse, after it decided it
could not continue with years of losses. 

Habitat has long been dogged with a
reputation for poor customer service,
high prices and poor quality that it has
not been able to shake off.

Habitat becomes a brand

Victoria looks to new
sectors for growth
Increased sales to independents –
which now make up 71% of UK sales –
insurance replacement sales and
entering the polypropylene market
helped Victoria Carpets lift UK profits
by a quarter in the year to 2 April. 

It is now looking to new product
categories and supplying John Lewis
to deliver growth in 2011.

The manufacturer made no mention
of its tie-up with Tesco as it revealed
UK pre-tax profits of £300,000 with
sales 9% higher at £25.04m in the
period.

‘Our business has good channels to
market in both the residential and
contract sectors. Recognising this,
there are now plans to expand the
product portfolio that we market and
sell through these channels and we
have identified several areas of
potential future growth. 

‘Strategies are being developed to
accelerate entry into a wider flooring
product offer,’ says Alan Bullock,
Victoria group md.

He says Victoria hopes to offer
retailers the multichannel ecommerce
selling platform it has developed ‘in
the near future’.

Bullock says margins are recovering
after April’s price rise as retailers come
to accept the impact of higher costs of
raw materials and that the insurance

replacement market would underpin
trading.

Republic of Ireland stocking and
administration operations were due to
be closed and run from Kidderminster
by the end of June, as it switches to an
agency model for its Irish operations
in the face of continuing losses.

‘Looking forward to the new
financial year in the UK, we have
made a good start to the year but are
mindful that the increasing pressure
on consumers’ disposable incomes
and higher commodity prices will
make overall trading uncertain and
therefore we must be cautious about
the outlook,’ Bullock adds.

Victoria hopes to widen its offering
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A leading carpet manufacturer recently told me that his wool
based carpets had increased in price by more than 20% in less
than a year. 

The reduction in numbers of sheep being farmed in recent
years combined with increased demand from China has led to
an indefinite spiralling in wholesale wool prices both in the UK
and in New Zealand, the two major sources of wool for carpet
manufacturers. 

In the short term this has been good news for the farmer, or
producer as they prefer to be termed. The increase in value of
each fleece has redressed the balance from a position only two
or three years ago when the cost of shearing scarcely covered
the cost of the fleece produced. Sheep farming can once more
become profitable.

On the downside however, anecdotal evidence from the retail
sector suggests the recent price increases have been so high

and numerous that a wool carpet is being priced out of the
pocket of a significant number of consumers – particularly
consumers with young families.

The older generation grew up with a belief that wool was
best and aspired to have a wool product on the floor. 

But their children have set up home at a time when man-
made carpets have significantly improved in practicality and
more specifically in cleanability. It is no longer the poor relation
in floorcoverings.

Will the man-made carpet purchaser of today turn into the
wool carpet purchaser of tomorrow? 

Are we witnessing the beginning of the end of wool as a
mainstream carpet fibre? 

The laws of supply and demand dictate that if the demand
falls and supply remains static then prices in the market will fall.

That may be too late. By that time it may be feared the
buying pattern of the UK consumer may have changed for
good. 

Just at the time when the sheep farmer thought he’d never
had it so good.

The author is head of a major flooring supplier

We could pay the
ultimate price for wool

Recent price increases have
been so high that a wool
carpet is being priced out of
the pocket of a significant
number of consumers
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1 David Conran of Esher, Surrey, is the first

retailer to take full advantage of the

Moduleo Design Floors collection as it

sought an exclusive alternative to established

LVT brands. ‘We wanted a collection that was

not only different, but that could bring us

high levels of quality and wide-ranging

styles,’ says owner David Conran. 

Tel: 0800 032 3970

2 Carpet & Flooring’s latest collection is the

FSC certified and European made Boardz.

With an easy-fit click system, Boardz is

available as an engineered or solid floor and

comes in various finishes and widths. Large

stocks of laminate, solid wood, underlay and

accessories are held at its Midlands head

office and can be delivered within 48 hours

within mainland UK. 

Tel: 01527 511 860

3 Jubilee Carpets & Flooring of Walsall is the

first retailer to benefit from the Crown

Floors carpet collection as the manufacturer

undergoes a UK-wide rollout of its display

units and POS. The retailer has been fitted

out with the entire 10-unit wall display

establishing Crown Floors as a key brand

within the 5,100sqft of showroom space. 

Tel: 0800 077 3301

4 The refreshed Devonia collection from

Axminster Carpets adds quality and

warmth to the home with a choice of 60

colours, ranging from rustic creams through

to vibrant reds, blues and a striking black.

Available in 48 plains and 12 heathers,

Devonia comes in 4m and 5m widths and

40oz and 50oz qualities. 

Tel: 01297 630 650

5 Prestigious Textiles has drawn on iconic

archive designs in creating Delamere, a

family of printed fabrics featuring flowing

retro-motifs interpreted through block

colours and bold outlines. On a 

heavyweight 100% cotton, the collection is

suitable for curtains, blinds and decor-

enhancing accessories such as table linen

and wall-art. 

Tel: 01274 688 448 ���

NEW PRODUCTS

5
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6 Floorwise has reformulated its F5001 

Pro-Screed Water Mix Smoothing Compound

to provide a freer flow. Versatile F5001can be

used over concrete, sand/cement screeds,

stone and anhydrite screeds, terrazzo and

ceramic tiles. Applicable in thicknesses from

1.5mm up to 10mm, it can be poured or

pump applied. 

Tel: 01509 673 974

7 Capturing the softness of SmartStrand,

hanging samples of the Bio-PDO based

collection are now being rolled out to

retailers by Mohawk. Whether the luxurious

pile of Sheer Ecstasy or the matt and gloss

yarn combination of Intelligent Style, each of

the initial four hanging sample folders allow

the softness and beautiful colour palettes of

each range to stand out. 

Tel: 01480 479 830

8 McThree has taken machine made rugs to

another level with its Elegance range. Using

the latest loom technology enabling 7cm pile

height plus a blend of polypropylene and

polyester yarns, results in the look and feel of

a hand-made product but with all the

resilience, ease of maintenance and cost

benefits of machine made. 

Email: robert.witherington@mcthree.be

9 Old Charm’s 2808 bureau features a

carved top, leather skiver, adjustable internal

shelving and cable management. The hand-

carved front panel features a stylised Tudor

rose motif – a new addition to the collection.

An optional top is also available with three

small drawers and adjustable shelving. 

Tel: 01920 469 241 

10 Dimplex reaches a new dimension in fire

fashion with the Bingham that allows a view

of the award-winning Opti-myst flame and

smoke effect from three clear glass sides. A

stylish, dramatic and safe focal point feature.

Tel: 0845 601 5111 ���

NEW PRODUCTS
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11 Cormar Carpets has relaunched its

Primo Plus easy-clean range with 11 extra

plain colours, increasing the total offering to

18 fashionable home furnishing shades.

Primo Plus is stain resistant and bleach

cleanable, comes in 4m and 5m widths, and

now has a 10-year stain warranty. 

Visit: www.cormarcarpets.co.uk

12 Isabel by Winsor is rapidly establishing

itself as the benchmark in the French-style

painted furniture sector. This timeless and

classic French design features a subtle paint

finish using a soft white palette, and its

dovetailed joints and serpentine drawer

fronts add to the appeal of this chic

collection. 

Tel: 01925 291 511

13 Velda Metropolitan Beds are available in

both fixed and adjustable divan styles. The

full depth seven-zoned pocket spring bases

adjust using cordless remote controls. The

patented E-Function system gives flexibility

and support in any position at the touch of a

single button. 

Tel: 00 32 8936 6657

14 Slide’s Mag magazine rack, designed by

Eli Jacobson, combines smooth shapes and a

useful handle. In eight colours, it measures

46cm high x 47cm wide x 25cm deep. 

Tel: 00 390 2488 2377

15 The fluid, curved lines of Pinch

Furniture’s Contore bench are enhanced

with turned oak legs and a buttoned,

feather-filled bolster cushion. It also comes

with straight aluminium legs. 

Tel: 020 7622 5075

NEW PRODUCTS
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The latest and established designs from

Ultimate Rug Company.

Tel: 0161 339 2148

16 The wool Floral Art collection has been

expanded with 15 designs in a selection of

colours, increasing the number of options to

50. It is available in three sizes: 90cm x

150cm, 120cm x 170cm and 160cm x 230cm.

Pictured is Sophia in chocolate and lime.

17 Apollo is a polyester shaggy mix coloured

yarn rug in 10 colours and three sizes: 80cm x

150cm, 120cm x 170cm and 160cm x 230cm.

It is pictured in chocolate and lime. 

Sienna is a new designer heatset range in the

same quality as its 2010 bestselling Ultima

collection. Four colours are available in

Stripe; six colours in Ripple, a swirl design;

and five colours in floral Zinnia. Pictured is

Stripe (18) in chocolate and blue and Ripple

(19) in ivory and aubergine. 

Aspire is the company’s bestselling range of

the year. Part of the acrylic collection, it offers

16 designs and 62 colour options. It is mainly

a collection of floral designs along with the

tiger fur design Tigre and Madeira, Nolus,

Puris stripes. Pictured is Volga (20) in cream

and Lena (21) in chocolate and gold. 

NEW PRODUCTS
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Breaking
the mould

Cocca

Katrin

Taking inspiration from nature and the human form, 
Carlo Colombo’s Arflex designs show his developing style ���
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Carlo Colombo’s CV reads like a Who’s Who of the interiors
industry with designs for the likes of Poliform, Nube, Antonio
Lupe and Ego Design. 

His work for Arflex shows the continuing development of his
style since he was first employed by Cappellini – designing the
Archimede bed – soon after graduating from Politecnico di
Milano in 1993, where he later taught. 

Inspired by mountains, the backrest of the K2 creates a
protective barrier and demarcates the space where the
cushions, soft like a big cloud, offer relaxation. The backrest is
available in two heights – 90cm and 101cm – and modular units
are available allowing the user to decide their configuration.
Seat cushions are foam and goose down while the back
cushions are goose down. The backrest is available in leather
and fabric with stitch detailing and cowhide with zip detailing.

The Cocca armchair is the synthesis between hard and soft:
with the polished plastic frame, available in white, red and
black, contrasting with the comfort of the cushions. 

‘It can be situated in any domestic environment or not: from
the living to the bedroom, from the office to the hall. Ironic,
eclectic, of strong personality, it breaks the classic rule of the
combination, the mould of the good living room, but at the
same time it is able to merge with each style bringing a touch
of class and personality,’ says Colombo.

The Lips armchair has soft and winding shapes to highlight
its womanliness and elegance. On a swivel base, it follows a
comfortable curved shape, where backrest and armrests are an
integral part of the frame.

Soft shapes are key for the metal-framed Smart, while 
the detail of the seam on the removable covers is most
distinctive.

Frame has the option of an interwoven leather side and back
panels contrasting with its covers and chrome-plated feet. It is
also available in modular units. 

Katrin offers pared down simplicity or a touch of glamour,
depending on the leather or ‘winter coat’ version.

Smart

Frame

Carlo Colombo
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Buying patterns
Patterned carpet is enjoying an uplift thanks to more
contemporary designs, easy maintenance and lower prices 

Not so long ago patterned carpet was threatening to become a
niche product as consumers rejected its traditional styling in
favour of plain designs or hard flooring that was easier to
coordinate with sofas and curtains. In recent years the sector
has successfully reinvented itself, garnering increased credibility
and shopper appeal.

Birger Karlsson, Lano Carpets UK and Republic of Ireland sales
manager, says patterned carpet has become more popular as it
is no longer limited to more affluent home owners.

Traditionally, patterned carpet was the territory of expensive
axminster creations, often in 100% wool. But during the past
two years, as pattern became a more central trend in the home,
carpets became available that deliver both pattern and value.

Lano’s wilton collection features floral and geometric patterns
with natural colour palettes to appeal to a wide audience. But
rather than wool, 100% polypropylene is used bringing ease of
maintenance and cost benefits. 

‘Patterned carpet is very much in vogue and we wanted to
make sure that retailers could answer this demand with a carpet
that keeps value firmly in mind,’ says Karlsson. ‘After all, not ���

everyone has pockets deep enough to afford pure wool
axminsters, yet this doesn’t mean they should miss out.’

For Jeremy Wilson, Ulster Carpets retail sales director,
pattern’s return has been a longer affair.

‘The past 10 years has seen a widespread reinvention of
patterned axminster. Pre-1990 the market was very much
traditional patterned carpet but in the 1990s open ground
styles emerged and became popular. In the past decade a 
wide variety of styles have emerged. Traditional designs with
modern colouring like our Anatolia, Ariana and Kazan using
heather/berber yarns were successful as were more
contemporary tonal designs like our Organza/Hopsack and
Orissa.’

He says in recent years tonal designs have remained popular
but in earthy and natural tones. More contemporary floral and
damask styles have also done well, as have modern plaids and
tartans. 

‘Environmental awareness of consumers is also rising and this
is becoming a factor when designing new ranges. There is now
a wide variety of styles and colourings on offer – no one 

Lano’s Penshurst wilton
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style predominates and all current Ulster Carpets patterned
products continue to hold their own.’

Richard Lawrence, Axminster Carpets group head of
marketing, says pattern or colour should be bold but definitely
not together.

He says the use of over-scale refreshes and revitalises
traditional patterns but with less intense colouration carpets
can extend their appeal, both in terms of consumer numbers
and their ability to provide a permanent canvas for
redecoration. 

‘There is no doubt that large scale prints and rich vibrant
colours have appeared in force on soft furnishings, but as a
more permanent commodity, carpet is less throw away and
consumers are likely to opt for a reserved choice here more
than anywhere else. Think subtle neutral tone-on-tone rather
than brash clashes,’ he explains.

Bold tones too can be patterned, but as the colour does the
talking patterns tend to be less fussy and more contemporary. 

Lawrence says: ‘Designs such as Axminster’s Salcombe Striata
can work in really rich colours such as red, bringing a
contemporary stance through the use of a staccato linear
design. 

‘These patterns tend to see carpet as the statement piece
within the room and decor is often toned down in order to give
balance.

‘While pattern trends are as much regional as anything else,
there has certainly been a move towards it and home owners
are a lot more willing to take a leap of faith and try patterned
carpet.’

Ulster Carpets’ Beaumont plaid from the Country House Collection in Turtle Dove

Axminster’s Striata in Ventura

CARPET



New Napoli, a combination of 5 stripe options
and 5 coordinating plains
Tel: 01827 831 450
Fax: 01827 831 451
Email: sales@mrtomkinson.co.uk
Web: www.mrtomkinson.co.uk
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carpet because it was good for the environment. 
Hammond adds that Lanève branded carpets go beyond the

natural benefits of wool as they are certified as being produced
from sustainable and socially responsible produced wool.

Lanève demonstrates WoNZ’s commitment to the increasing
importance of traceability and provenance. Green issues are
high on the consumer agenda and Hammond says this
collection ticks all the boxes for the environmentally conscious
carpet buyer while providing a strong sales tool for retailers. 

‘We are committed to supporting high quality independent
retailers and they and the Lanève collection are the perfect fit –
a high quality, authentic product sold by professional and
knowledgeable retailers where product knowledge and
personal service are at a premium,’ says Hammond.

Knowing 
its origins
Traceable Lanève is set for 
rollout to 250 retailers

Wools of New Zealand is poised to introduce the first traceable
carpet collection, Lanève. The 100% wool carpets are a unique
collaboration with Brockway, Tollgate and Ulster Carpets in the
UK, and is set to provide independent retailers with a powerful
sales proposition.

With 100% ethically produced wool, the carpets are the most
sustainable and environmentally friendly on the market,
according to WoNZ, and the wool used is fully traceable back to
identifiable farmers at source. 

The farmers concerned adhere to strict codes of practice
covering animal welfare, land management, farming practices
and environmental standards, all of which are independently
authenticated. 

In keeping with the premium concept, Lanève will only be
promoted through an exclusive network of selected high
quality independent retailers to be known as Premier Partners.
Initially the range will go to 250 outlets but this is set to
increase. Retailers will receive a standalone lectern, POS
material and a consumer promotion.

‘The introduction of the Lanève collection comes at a time
when environmental issues are playing an increasingly
important role in the purchase decision and demonstrates
WoNZ’s commitment to sustainable, eco-friendly carpets,’ says
David Hammond, WoNZ European market manager. 

According to recent research by the Campaign for Wool
among more than 1,500 carpet consumers, 30% of 
respondents claimed to have chosen wool or wool-rich 

Retailers receive
dedicated POS

Ulster’s Open Spaces Queenstown in Quill Ulster’s Open Spaces Auckland in Grayling
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This month will see Frank Hudson seriously re-enter the dining
market for independent retailers with three collections inspired
by its bedroom ranges.

For several years Frank Hudson has, with great success,
focused on the bedroom market. But it never really left the
dining sector, providing several bestselling ranges for John
Lewis, and putting its toe back in the market in 2010 with Spire
following the success of the bedroom range.

Last year was a record year for the company and with 2011
already ahead of forecast, James Hudson, Frank Hudson
director, is confident the new ranges will strengthen and widen
its customer base.

‘We’ve nailed our colours to the mast as far as bedrooms go
and proven to people we are the kings of bedroom in our
marketplace. Now we’d like to remind people we’re kings of
dining,’ he says.

‘We’ve always had dining, we do two very successful
collections for John Lewis, one of them does £6m a year. The
independents don’t realise it as for the past seven or eight years
we have focused on bedroom. Dining has got swept away with
no value in it, with everybody doing blond oak from China
based on price. We decided we didn’t want any of that and
steered away from it.’

Hudson predicts a rise in dining sales thanks to the recession
and an increase in community spirit.

‘Now there is almost a social change in the way people think.
The recession has made more people stay at home and
entertain, rather than go out to restaurants. We think family
dining – rather than people eating in different rooms – and a
sense of community, is coming back,’ he says.

The company also plans to introduce an upholstery collection
in 2012. 

‘We’re not trying to be something to all men but we are
trying to give people a whole rounded experience of what we
offer. For retailers who have a large number of our bedroom
displays they’d have to take one off to put a new one in. They’ll
take the dining range and say: “We have customers who love
your brand so we’ll have the upholstery as well.”

‘We’re always looking for new customers but when we have
really good ones we build on them,’ says Hudson.

The first of the dining ranges, Parlour Pine, due to be
launched at the Manchester Furniture Show, has taken
inspiration from the Vintage Provencal Pine bedroom collection
launched earlier this year, with an opulent yet casual feel. 

In a choice of mahogany or mindi ash is the Victorian range,
that features balloon back chairs for added impact. 

The Monastery collection features an angular design and is
made from oak with knots and splits, and includes a refectory
table.

The king’s
reign 
continues
Many associate Frank Hudson with
bedrooms but it also offers dining
collections to independent retailers

Spire was launched in 2010
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‘We’d like to remind people,
we’re kings of dining’

Frank Hudson’s bedroom collections have inspired the new dining ranges
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From
the
lagoon

As much a part of the Venetian
landscape as the Grand Canal, the
lagoon’s briccole posts – used for
docking gondolas and as beacons –
provided Riva 1920 with it latest
recycling project. 

It asked 29 leading designers to
transform the 10m chestnut oak poles
into furniture. 

Once dug into the lagoon they have 
to be replaced every five to 10 years.

Far left: Briccola by
Matteo Thun
Left: Oak by Pierluigi
Cerri

Venice by 
Claudio Bellini 

Calle by Aldo Spinelli

Riva 1920 asked leading
designers to create
furniture from Venetian
briccole posts



Made in the
United Kingdom

NEW
LOWER
PRICES

• Comprehensive range of Mattresses
Toppers, Pillows and Beds

• No minimum Order Quantity

• 24-48 Hour Delivery

• Free Point of Sale Material

• Custom sizes

• Vacum Packed

• 15 year guarantee
(Guarantee on Foam only)

Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road,

Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX

T: +44 (0) 1254 662113 F: +44 (0) 1254 662118

E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk

www.conceptmemory.com

Please contact us on:
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778
North East | Head Office | 01254 662113
Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600
South West England & South Wales | Karl Maclver | 07772 863368
South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345
Yorkshire & North East | Vacant
Ireland & Northern Ireland | Michael McCallum 07860 487905

Agents Required

Come and see us at

Stand D65 & E67

More designs available, please call us for
our latest brochure Concept Memory Sleep

Highest quality authentic
British leather furniture

Contact us for a brochure on our products and ranges.

Icon Designs Ltd, Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lanchashire BB1 2BX
T: 01254 662113 F: 01254 662118 E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk

Please contact us on:
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658 South West England & South Wales | Karl Maclver | 07772 863368
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778 South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
Yorkshire & North East | Vacant North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345
Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600 Ireland & Northern Ireland | Michael McCallum 07860 487905

Come and see us at Stand D65 & E67
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Texture is all important

Wood grain such as Chocolate coloured Rigoletto Dark with a fine linear grain (below) will be juxtapositioned next to colour blocks

After a year of research, Kronospan has
released Fresh 2, surface trends it
predicts will shape products and styles
across the furniture and interiors sector
over the next 12 months

Going with the grain
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‘The heavy use of white during the
boom years will continue to diminish and
instead wood grain juxtaposed with
block colours will bring warmth back to
interiors. Limed, white or bleached pore
wood surfaces still allow for light, fresh
and airy interpretations and the softened
grain aids integration with statement
colours,’ says Duddle.

D6596 Swiss Elm Light follows the
coastal decorative trend and has been
paired with the uni-colour U7179 Light
Blue, a subtle grey with a gentle hint of
sky blue. The effect is a contemporary
look that still manages to embrace the
traditional grace and rustic origins of
coastal wood with a nostalgic touch for
sand, sea and salted air.  

‘The economic forecast will continue
to drive the desire for unostentatious
aesthetics. It is a growing need to get
back to basics with soft colours and
austere beauty to appeal to both our
heads and our hearts,’ explains Duddle.

A number of the trends sit
within more classic
and vintage ranges.
There are the rich
and contrasting
grains of the D6597
Swiss Elm Dark and
D8339 Walnut
Avellino, along with
the understated
D8311 African
Walnut. These classic
trends are

reminiscent of English elegance and
craftsmanship.

‘Taking the current craving for
unpolished rustic character further, Fresh
2 adds D6539 Grey and D6450 Gold
Odessa Oak to the Vintage collection.
These two trends are warm and liberally
scattered with an intense grain, pips and
knots. The vintage trend is about
reclaimed materials and furniture that
have a natural pure beauty. It is a
bohemian shabby-chic style, set against
organic-feeling surfaces, with feature
accessories such as chesterfield seating
and faux fur throws,’ he says.

The use of wood inspired surfaces will
continue to get bolder and be a major
design element for flooring, panels and
feature walls. This use of wood grain will
be tempered and broken-up by
subtle, soft and matt
uni-colours.

‘Fresh 2 looks to where interior trends
will develop from the current bitter-
sweet yearning for nostalgia and vintage;
the desire for natural materials, form and
tactility; the wish for a more modest
home; and an increasingly family-minded
consumer who craves unpretentious and
welcoming interiors,’ says Paul Duddle,
Kronospan product development and
marketing manager.

The Fresh 2 surface design palette is
complemented by seven uni-colours –
from baby blue tones through the
spectrum to olive greens and chocolate
browns – carefully chosen to balance
solid colour with wood statements. 

Rich Santana Oak and blond Fabric Ash
have a rough sawn finish that takes the
current trend for tactile, deep, natural
textures a step further. The surfaces are
inspired by the outdoor/indoor trend for
unpolished and intimate surfaces that
can be explored through touch. These
raw trends can be combined with ultra
modern elements.

A more contemporary take on the
desire for textured surfaces, D6595
Rigoletto Dark is an opulently rich
chocolate colour with a fine linear grain.
Uniform and consistent in a natural way,
the surface is tactile and warm. Its strong
horizontal lines pull the light and eye to
new horizons.

Softer in tone and a little more natural,
D8333 Roxy Elegant uses a looser linear
grain to achieve a contemporary feel but
is a little more accessible and warm.

Classic wood trends hark back to English craftsmanship
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We are currently running a business visit day once a week
where we will come to your premesis and allow you to see

the lamps up close and illuminated.  If this is something
you feel would be beneficial to you and your business

please call our customer care team and they will be happy
to book you in for the next available date.

Please order by Telephone: 01663 767 912 or email us on
mystiquewholesale@hotmail.co.uk.

MMystique IInteriors
www.mystiquewholesale.co.uk

The lighting range has been the driving force for our wider furnishings business since we gained
exclusivity of the products in the UK.

Mystique is a 
successful independent

interiors business,
which has expanded to

accommodate the
wholesale of these
exciting products 

Experience a sales upturn with this new wholesale lighting range
* Agents required – contact us to discuss  • Distributor for Ireland wanted *

Amazing consumer feedback 
and our direct-to-manufacturer

approach has reinforced our 
belief that these versatile 

products will be beneficial to many
retailers, from small independents 

to large national chains.
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All things eclectic
Bedlinen will follow the catwalk’s eclectic trend in the coming months

This is a year for eclecticism on the catwalk and it’s an
inspiration coming through in interiors too. Jackie McLoughlin,
design director at soft furnishings business, J Rosenthal, parent
of the Dream & Drapes, Curtina and now Serene brands, has
indentified seven key trends. 

Eclectic Constructed
An unusual combination of fabrics gives way to the Eclectic
Constructed look. Print and colour clash with the unexpected to
produce stand-out designs, sure to make a statement. Picture
pleats married with polka dots.

Prism
Simple geometric shapes drawing on bold, graphic prints in
primary colour blocks. Prism is aimed at those shoppers looking
for an easy buy, who have a specific colour palette in mind and
want designs to complement their modern bedroom. 

Eastern Promise
A theatrical look, Eastern
Promise puts an emphasis on
lustre with fabrics that achieve
sheen and a subtle metallic
backdrop. The prettiness of the
designs – featuring Oriental
butterflies and flowers – is
mirrored in the colour pallet,
with lilac, yellow and silver tones
making the overall result both
elegant and liveable. 

Floral Art
Influenced by artists’ brush strokes, painted so loosely that they
appear almost abstract, deconstruction is a key element. While
layering materials and then slashing fabrics to reveal those
underneath is difficult to replicate on bedding, cushions can be
used to showcase this technique to great effect. 

Romantic Constructed
The current nostalgia for the homespun look translates into
bedding with vintage detailing such as crochet, lace,
embroidery and layering used to create texture and those 
all-important finishing touches. Again, the delicate nature of
these designs means they can be more practically tailored for
decorative cushions and accessories. 

Scandi Influences
While Prism is likely to
appeal to the late teens to
mid-30s, Scandi Influences
offers a more grown-up
alternative. A softer take on
traditional Nordic style
designs feature subtle bird
and leaf motifs in a muted
colour mix.

Glamorous Animal
Not for the faint
hearted, this is the
resurgence of animal
print – just not as we
know it. Snakeskin,
leopard, zebra and
plumage all make an
appearance but are
brought bang up-to-
date with striking
design features, such
as dramatic colour
waves. 
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Tuscany by Willis & Gambier
Casual, relaxed dining, and fully FSC credited, 
Tuscany makes both a stylish and responsible choice

Show Guide
Manchester Furniture Show
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Ashcoles Collection C53 
AMX Design Charter 2
Ang Bee Business E74
Ashley Manor Charter 2
Beautiful Dreams C75
Bespoke Interiors D15
Blue Bone Imports D71
BM Furniture C21
Buoyant Upholstery B61
Casabella Furnishings D68
Cavendish Upholstery J1
CFD D11
CFS D61
Cintique A51
Classic Furniture Int D15
CWYF CH15
Core Products D63
Corndell Furniture Foyer 1
Da Vinci Furniture CH1
DB Mirrors A1
Devonshire Pine B35
Direct Wholesale A55

EE Furniture CH19
Elstead Lighting E65
Employer Law Peninsula CH20
Erreti D63
Euro Suites A16
Exclusive (UK) A11
Expo Line C63
Febland A50
Flintshire Furniture J4
Frank Hudson B33
Fortune Woods K5
Furniture & Accessories World Foyer
Furniture Global Foyer
Furniture Link UK CH13
Furniture News A32
Furniture Origins CH12
Furniture Ways L2
Fusion Designs D3
G & P Furniture E61
G C L Bedrooms Charter 5
G Plan Cabinets C41
Gaoya Furniture E76
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Manchester Furniture Show 2011
Manchester Central, Manchester
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Furniture Origins UK will launch more ranges

at the Manchester Furniture Show on stand

CH12, Charter Hall.

Following Indiana ILD’s successful launch at

interiors 2011 in January, it will also be on

show at Manchester in July. Response to this

newcomer far outweighed expectations, with

the oak dining range featuring tenon joint

detailing proving that Furniture Origins manu-

factures and designs furniture retailers want to

stock. Indiana is available from our South

Wales distribution warehouse and also via our

direct container programme.

Using the finest timbers sourced from man-

aged forests, the modern Oman OMA with

solid oak and oak veneers is complemented

by excellent craftsmanship, showcasing it’s

undeniable quality and finish. The distinctive

dovetail details exude just the right blend of

character and elegance. Combining style and

modern functionality, this collection is afford-

ably priced and will add character and make a

lasting impression to any home.

Furniture Origins will unveil dining/bedroom

ranges and leather upholstery at Manchester.

Be one of the first to preview these new col-

It’s that time of year again 

lections, designed and manufactured exclu-

sively by us. 

Look out for the special invites being deliv-

ered and complete the form ‘Will you be a

Winner’ and present this to one of our staff to

be entered into our free prize draw. We look

forward to seeing you between 17-20 July. 

Appointments to view our extensive ranges

at our South Wales showroom can be made

by contacting one of our sales consultants. 

CONTACT DETAILS

Head office and showroom: 

The Former Sanken Building

Abercynon

Rhondda Cynon Taff CF45 4XA 

T: 0845 223 4900 

Barry Webb, sales director:

E: barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07702 603971

Andrew Cavaciuti, Furniture Origins sales agent for South

West and Wales:

E: Andrew.cavaciuti@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07500 830888

Mike Brown, Furniture Origins sales agent for Scotland/

Cumbria/North East England and

Yorkshire:

E: Maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk; 

M: 07831 572601

McNally & Finlay: Contact Dermot McNally – Ireland:

E: Dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie; T: 00353 47 81366/81360

Teresa Reaney, head of sales and marketing:

E: Teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk; or

E: enquiries@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07971 349834

Alan Endersbee, area sales manager Midlands/North West/

East Anglia/Kent/Essex & Greater London:

E: alan.endersbee@furnitureorigins.co.uk; M: 07809 196019

Oman OMA

Indiana ILD
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Glenwood D12
Gradi A31
Greenwood Retail A82
Harrison Bros B11
Heartlands Furniture A65
Hen Hin Furniture E80
Highgrove Suites C35
Homestyle GB E21
Hyder B43
Icon Designs D65 & E67
Incanto K1
Ingroup C81
Infinite Expo E78
Insight with Passion Foyer
Integrated Entertainment Systems  L7
International Furniture A71
Isaac Hirst Fine Furniture CH27
Italian Furniture Co D21
JC & MP Smith B25
Jade Furnishers B30
Jaipur Furniture B41
Joynson Holland B71
Kettle Interiors A58
Kidsaw B21
Komandor C45

La-Z-Boy C61
Lebus Upholstery Midland Hotel
Leisure Line D67
Limelight Beds A25
M & H Design E7
Mark Webster Designs C33
Morris Furniture C41
New Trend B77
Nuovo Esterno Mobili A80
Old Charm A23
One Call Furniture B96
Ora Home C51
Orchid Wholesale CH13
Originals UK B71
Paulus & Brown B15
Peroda C73
Phoenix Products E62
The Pine People C98
Potty Pots A60
Protect a Bed A14
Q for Kids C96
Quitman Woodcraft C96
Rainbow CH17
Red Rose Upholstery B81
Relaxateeze C41
Responsive Designs C40
RM Furniture E69
Rowico C31
Royams B98
Ruddiman Furniture D13
Rug Rats CH25
S J Units A27
Scan Thor UK Charter 4
Scandinavian Pine E21
Seconique C11
Shanker Enterprises A53
Sheriff Furniture D39
SJS Furniture A41
Smart Trading A30
Sofa Source B51
Steens J6
Stroolmount UK A2
SWS Import E63
Swaan Industries A90
Syed Enterprises CH21
TCH Furniture Foyer 2
TCS D17
Time Design CH21
Time Living C55
Totem Furniture B45
Touch Retail A92
Trade Smart Upholstery E15
Troy Innovations CH23
Universal Furniture B71
Value Mark Furniture A66
Venier Mobilificio B31
Vincent Interiors E70
Vogue Beds A25
Welcome Furniture D10
Wholesale Furniture D19
Wilde Java D35
Willis & Gambier B71
Wimex A10
Wintech D69
Wood Bros (Furniture) A23
Woodman Chairs K8
Woodpecker Furniture E85
Woodside Furniture C95
X-Margin A92
XYZ Agencies B15
YP Furniture Foyer 3
Zone Furniture C41



Lebus Upholstery
The Art of British Upholstery Design

Tel: 01724 407 751
www.lebusupholstery.co.uk

Raffles
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Top left: IES’s Opus
Top right: BM Furniture’s Bali
Right: Core Products’ Hacienda

Taking a stand
BM Furniture is launching a 10-strong upholstery
collection covering static motion and corner groups.
These are all held in stock and available for immediate
delivery or collection from the company’s new
20,000sqft showroom.

Core Products is introducing the Hacienda collection
across living, dining and bedroom furniture, 
billed as Corona with a modern twist.

Devonshire Pine will show the modern solid pine
Jubilee collection and the Sycamore finish. 

With more than 120 companies taking part
there is plenty to see at Manchester this year



£60

£140

Come see

us at the

M
anchester Furniture

Show
on Stand A2
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‘The essence of reclaimed furniture without
the worry in a range designed to last
decades rather than being decades old’

The new Highgrove dining collection
from Kettle Interiors features a dining
table that capitalises on one of the
hottest trends of recent years. 

‘Shabby chic has become incredibly
popular and more and more homes now
feature furniture that has been given a
new lease of life with a lick of paint and
some DIY restoration and upholstery,’
says Simon Ainge, Kettle Interiors sales
director. 

‘However, not every home owner has
the foresight to source and create their
own unique pieces and many will choose
not to, preferring to invest in the
cleanliness and quality of a new piece.’ ���

After researching the market, Kettle
has responded with the Highgrove
dining collection. For the living and
dining room, the range features a
painted mushroom finish with
contrasting metal handles and wax
lacquer tops, giving an eclectic feel and
that desirable customised effect. 

‘The mushroom colour adds value over
a simple cream finish and will appeal to a
wider audience than a shade of green or
blue, for example. The collection will not
only tempt lovers of the classic painted
look, but also those looking for furniture
that stands out from the norm,’ says
Ainge.

As the refectory style dining table in
the collection is so well made it will
stand up to the demands of modern
family life. 

‘It gives the essence of reclaimed
furniture without the worry in a range
designed to last decades rather than
being decades old,’ he adds. 

‘For the retailer, Highgrove means that
they will not have to compromise on
standards, nor change their selling
model to become involved in the trend.
With our excellent service, no minimum
order and free delivery from just £1,000
we’re also making being part of the
custom craze incredibly easy too.’

Kettle’s Highgrove
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Top: Devonshire’s Jubilee in
sycamore
Above: SJS will launch the
Antique White Shabby Chic
range
Left: Kidsaw’s Natural History
Museum collection
Below: Woodside’s Rustic Manor

Erreti Salotti is launching the
contemporary and compact Miami
leather suite, the showwood Edinburgh
with light oak frame and high back, and
Boheme, also with a high back.

From Furniture Link UK are several new
ranges, including the Hendon dining
collection in oak or walnut finish; Prado
bonded leather upholstery in brown,
black or cream; Monzano corner group in
chestnut, black or ivory with two
reclining actions; and the Franklin
extending dining range with two table
sizes and in a cherry or oak finish.

Glenwood will show its heat resistant
Easidine dining collection with table
lengths ranging from 2.5ft to 6ft
alongside its matching living,
entertainment and occasional ranges.

G Plan Cabinets is unveiling its biggest
merchandising investment in the past 10
years with the G Plan Studio concept
alongside the launch of the Classic
Collections living and dining range,
Rembrandt.



new brochure now available
introducing VICIO - ELEMENT - CANNES - OUTDOOR RATTAN

quality design-led outdoor furniture - relax in style
Manchester 
River Mill II, Park Road, Dukinfield 
Cheshire SK16 5PD  
TEL.: 0161-330 8959
FAX.: 0161-330 8949
E-mail: manchester@bluebone.co.uk 

Northern Ireland
3 Main St, Ballynahinch 
Co.Down BT24 8DN
TEL.: 028-9756 1812 
FAX.: 028-9756 4435
E-mail: belfast@bluebone.co.uk

ELEMENT CANNES VICIO

VICIOOUTDOOR RATTAN
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one modern model alongside a choice of
new cover and frame treatments for its
three bestselling models from the
Interiors 2011 event in January.

Hyder Living will unveil several white
additions to its portfolio in single and
double beds, as well as the Cosmic bunk
in a girly-themed white with pink glass.
Its wooden bedstead line-up will be
expanded, including the white paint and
slatted headboard of the solid hardwood
Clifton Guest Bed, as well as the colonial
style of the Hampton that is available in
white paint and an oak finish. 

Integrated Entertainment Systems will
show its four Mi-hub home
entertainment units with built-in
speakers: Quantum 5.1, available in black
and white; Opus available in black, white
and wood grain effect; Java available in
black; and Alto, available in black.

Insight with Passion is offering
business surgeries; to book a free private
one hour consultation, email
jenny@insightwithpassion.co.uk.

Kidsaw will add to its JCB licensed
range with JCB Room in a box, alongside
its Natural History Museum collection.

Old Charm is highlighting its home
office collection, including the Old
Charm writing desk featuring a hinged
carved top, leather skiver, a secret
compartment and cable management,
and the Hertford writing desk and
Cotswold bureau.

Orchid Wholesale will launch ���

Above: YP’s Ranch
Left: Protect-A-Bed’s TenderTouch
Below: Furniture Link’s Hendon in
walnut



Memory Foam Sofa Beds

• No minimum Order Quantity • Memory foam included in mattress and sofa

• Free Point of Sale Material • 3 fold and 2 fold mechanisms available

• Contract enquiries welcome • Non-memory foam sofa beds also available

• 2 year guarantee • Matching Furniture Accessories available

More Designs available, please call for our latest brochure Concept Memory Sleep

Concept Memory Sleep
Unit 7-8 St Ives Business Park, St Ives Road, Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 2BX

T: +44 (0) 1254 662113 F: +44 (0) 1254 662118

E: info@icondesignsltd.co.uk www.conceptmemory.com
Made in the

United Kingdom

Please contact us on:
Scotland | Bob Dymond | 07831 500658
North West & North Wales | John Edmundson | 07860 242778
North East | Head Office | 01254 662113
Midlands | Dave Sedgwick | 07748 835600
South West England & Soth Wales | Karl Maclver | 07772 863368
South East | Neil Facey | 07940 503106
North London & East of England | Colin White | 07733 238345
Yorkshire & North East | Vacant
Ireland & Northern Ireland | Michael McCallum 07860 487905

Agents Required

Come and see us at Stand D65 & E67

Palatine Beds has had many requests
from customers and retailers for
natural fillings in their mattresses.

The North East’s leading bed manufacturer
decided to meet the growing demand by
adding to their range two hand made
products with natural fillings.

They’re proud to launch their newest bed
set ‘the Pandora’ and their latest top of the
range mattress ‘the Athena’

For your nearest agent, to become a
stockist, or for more information about
these beds and the rest of the Palatine
bed range, contact the Palatine Beds
sales team on

0191 2772559 or 0191 2772544
www.palatinebeds.co.uk/trade

Office opening hours:
8.30am to 4pm Monday to Friday

Athena Mattress

Pandora Bed

Palatine Beds, Stamfordham Road, Westerhope, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE5 5HH
Tel: 0191 2772544 (Switchboard) 0191 2772559 Fax 0191 2772550
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the contemporary bonded leather Hank
upholstery range including swivel chair.
Available with immediate delivery from
stock in black, red and cream, other
colours will be introduced later. It will
also debut the traditional Oliver.

Protect-A-Bed will show its seven
strong mattress protection range
including the top of the range
TenderTouch using Tencil. 

Rowico is highlighting three new
ranges:  the rustic Aspen made from
Chinese reclaimed building timber; Inez
a slightly more decorated product with a
distressed painted underframe; and
Clermont, a European smokey oak
product with a textured finish.

Troy Innovations will show at
Manchester for the first time with TV
units under the brand UK Contemporary.
High gloss black, white and gloss oak
finishes will be launched for the direct
home delivery units.

Valuemark is expanding its occasional
range, including motion and storage
tables, and its Roma and Retro dining
collections.

Vogue Beds marks its Manchester
debut with a Blu Cool memory foam bed.

Woodside’s Rustic Manor dining range
in oak in a mid-brown finish has been
designed to be compact. To give the
range added flexibility there is a choice
of three dining table sizes.

New from YP Furniture is Parisienne, a
French influenced living and dining
collection finished in vintage oak; the
contemporary oak Ranch; and oak tops
for the Country House range.

Above: Troy’s TV unit
Right: Old Charm’s Hertford writing desk
Below: Rowico’s Inez



GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion
1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com www.greenwoodretail.com

Tel. 01625 521010

“We are literally astounded – a good TEN MONTHS worth of sales in less than three weeks! I don’t
know where the people kept coming from, your system just works beyond belief! We could not be more
delighted. And your man John was fabulous, just perfect for us. He worked extremely hard and got on
so well with all of us here. It’s all worked out perfectly and it’s set us up for the future. I will certainly

recommend Greenwood Retail.
Mark Lucas. Proprietor, PINEWICK, Ballynahinch, N Ireland.

“With Greenwood’s help and planning we were successful in selling over 2.5 million Euro during two
short sales events in Ireland. I think their marketing plans are excellent and their people worked very

hard to help achieve this success. I can recommend Greenwood Retail.”
Otto de Jager, CEO GLOBAL HOME GROUP.

“I felt in safe hands with Greenwood... …it’s all gone very smoothly from the first introduction
through to the sale launch which is booming… a remarkable success. They [Greenwood] are very,

very professional!”
Philip Lewis, Chairman. COLLECTABLES AND MANDALE FURNITURE

“Our second Greenwood Sale has surpassed expectations again with the results virtually the same as last
year despite current conditions – a very credible performance. I would (and have already) recommended

Greenwood to other quality independent retailers.”
Tim Rathbone, MD. STURTONS AND TAPPERS, Bournemouth.

Don’t Miss Out...
Don’t hire a sales company until you have spoken to Greenwood. We ask for the

opportunity to explain why you should consider choosing Greenwood to help you plan your
next big sales event. We can usually estimate sales projections over the phone. Call today.

To learn more call Bernard Eaton for a free, no-obligation telephone consultation
now on 01625 521010. Come and see us at theManchester Show 17-20 July.

Or, visit our website greenwoodretail.com and watch the Greenwood Video to find out how
we can help you to generate record breaking sales & profit for your business.

READ ALL ABOUT
GREENWOOD
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After last year’s comeback, Harrogate will once again host everything flooring

More than 100 companies will be
exhibiting as the Harrogate Flooring
Show looks to build on its successful
relaunch in 2010. What can you expect in
2011?

Associated Weavers will introduce two
100% polyamide ranges with new
branding. The Stainaway Collection will
also see three new medium priced
ranges for the autumn and it will also
have a new special priced range on
show.

Bronte has recoloured its 100% wool ���

offer and the 80/20 twist range, increasing
the choice to 120 colours. A 40oz and
50oz velvet pile and 60oz Saxony pile
have been added to the 100% wool
range and its 100% wool shag pile range
has been expanded with two felted yarn
qualities – 70oz and 115oz.

An embossed border design has also
been added to its hand-crafted border
range while its updated sample book will
also be on show.

Carpenter is showcasing its nine-
strong range of PU underlays while

Cormar Carpets will show the Glendale,
Primo Plus and recently updated
Avebury. 

Crown Floors will display 10 ranges
and POS as it makes its Harrogate debut.

Edel Telenzo Carpets will unveil a
number of new qualities in both its
polyamide/polypropylene and
wool/wool mix programmes, including
Barbican and an addition to the Tube
Collection in three-ply, 100% wool in
eight colourways. 

Among Georgian Carpets’

Above: Vorwerk will highlight Esprit Home Islands

Left: Bronte will show its new embossed borders

Yorkshire bound

Mohawk will
show off its
SmartStrand
POS
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launches is a striped and plain 50/50
loop pile collection with two designs and
seven colours. There are more colours for
the wool cut pile Crystal range.

Manx is unveiling two products: Castle
Twist Essence and Belgrave Berber. Castle
Twist Essence is an 80/20 British wool
available in 40oz and 50oz weights and
4m and 5m widths in 14 restful shades.
Belgrave Berber is a 50/50 berber loop in
seven neutral shades and two designs in
4m and 5m widths.

Mohawk’s SmartStrand collection will
make its UK show debut, alongside the

100% post-consumer recycled
EverStrand range. Using 37% renewable
content derived from corn, it features a
lifetime stain, soil and pet warranty.

From Novostrat is its whole range of
polyethylene foam underlays, including
the most recent Combat and Combat
Plus.

Ultimate Rug Co will be launching a
high polyester pile upmarket collection
aimed at top end retailers.

As it begins to roll out its Esprit Home
Island collection to retailers, Vorwerk
Carpets will use the exhibition to

highlight what it says is a new way of
thinking about residential flooring. The
self-adhesive carpet tiles can be lifted,
rearranged and replaced time and time
again, so home owners can interact and
engage with the floor in a way not
previously possible, according to the
company.

WLD will debut a 7mm laminate
collection with micro-groove bevelled
edge with several new decors alongside
several laminate and carpet underlays, a
solid and engineered wood collection,
and an expanded accessory range. 

Above:
Associated
Weavers will
expand its
polyamide
offer

Above right:
Novostrat
will show its
full underlay
range

Left: Manx
will launch
two products

Right:
Cormar will
have
Avebury on
show
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A pilot scheme in Chile offers work,
environmental protection and a 
dual-labelling first for Kahrs

Kahrs is the first company to commit to a
new timber scheme in Chile, enabling it
to offer FSC and Fairtrade certified
flooring while restoring the economy of
the Curacautin Valley region. 

Kährs’ new dual-labelled floors will be
available from later this year.

Timber stocks have now recovered
sufficiently in the area to help provide a
sustainable living to local people based
on fair trade and responsible forest
management principles. 

One of the first regions in Chile to re-
establish its native forest, the Curacautin
Valley has – as part of the pilot – put into
place responsible forestry regulations
and rights for the indigenous people. 

On the initiative of SSC Forestry Group
in Sweden, a sawmill has been built in
Curacautin, the local community has
been provided with forest education and
a group of forest farmers has been
organised to manage the forest
resources sustainably. 

The project coincides with the UN’s

International Year of Forests, intended to
raise awareness of sustainable
management, conservation and
development of all types of forests. 

Prior to depletion of timber stocks,
1,000 employees and their families were
dependent upon the valley’s former
sawmill, which was constructed in 1938. 

Forest mismanagement led to large-
scale unemployment, landscape
alterations, changes in water flow, the
destruction of wildlife habitats and
negatively affected the livelihoods of the
Mapuche people. 

Companies having both FSC and
Fairtrade certification will provide
incentives, including market access, fair
pricing and the Fairtrade Premium. In
turn, this will provide additional funds to
invest in social, economic and
development projects, benefitting local
farmers, forest and sawmill workers, as
well as local communities.

‘We’re proud to be the first company to
support this initiative. The project

demonstrates that the land has more
value as a working forest, rather than
other non-sustainable alternatives. Our
hope is that we can help alleviate poverty
and restore biodiversity by offering the
first flooring made of FSC-Fairtrade
certified wood in the world,’ says Per
Skårner, Kahrs ceo. 

‘Moving forward, we very much hope
that other companies that share our
common values of respect for nature and
people, will partner up with us in this
important corporate social responsibility
project.’

Meanwhile, the company has received
FSC certification for 13 wood floors: eight
oak floors from its Original and Linnea
ranges and all sports floors from its
Activity range, available in a choice of
wood species. Within the European
Naturals collection, rustic Oak Ardenne
and Oak Hampshire have received
certification, along with even grained
Oak Verona and Oak Siena from the
Original range. 

Playing fair
Oak Siena and Oak Hampshire are now FSC certified

Oxen are used to extract logs from the forest in order to minimise
environmental impact



Don’t take our word for it,
take theirs.

®
LYNCH

Sales Company
Estaabbllisheed 1914

Serving the United Kingdom, 
Ireland, Canada & the United States.
To receive our complete outline, 
call +44 (0) 1243 378369
www.LynchSales.co.uk

Copyright 2011 Lynch Brothers Licensing Corporation

“I have absolutely no hesitation in recommending your company
to any retailer wanting to generate some real excitement,

fun……and most importantly, CASH into this climate of austerity.”

Guy Collingwood, Director 
Collingwood Batchellor Ltd. Dept Store 

4th April 2011

“I would gladly recommend Lynch Sales Company to any retailer
who needs to turn stock into cash for whatever reason; we were

delighted to end it with close to empty stockrooms – we did
exactly what we needed to do in terms of bringing in revenue and

reducing stock holding – we’re delighted to acknowledge that
your sales targets were achieved and more.”

Rosie Boles, Managing Director 
Burgess Department Store, Athlone 

21st March 2011

“We have been hit hard over the last 3 months prior to the sale
starting but it has given us a much needed boost and generated
more turnover in 4 weeks than we did in the previous 3 months”

Royce Clark, Managing Director
Grampian Furnishers 

28th March 2011
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Soft opulence
Luxury, environmental credentials, softness and naturalness
in material and design stood out at this year’s show

Four main trends emerged at fabric show
Proposte: natural materials, softness of
touch, further evidence of more
environmentally friendly products, and
luxury.

Linen, wool, silk and cotton were
widespread with linen predominant,
often combined with synthetic fibres to
achieve increased sheen or practicality. 

Thanks to sophisticated finishing
treatments, these linen fabrics were soft
to the touch, falling well for curtains, and
smooth when used in upholstery fabrics.
Even in heavier weights featuring an
almost rustic bulkiness or textured
weave, these linen textiles never lost
their softness.

For softness of touch wool and silk
were important. When used in curtains
they imparted a strong character to the
room creating a desire for a cosy,
comfortable home. 

Natural reoccurred in prints and
colours, with micro-florals that
resembled graffiti; large arabesque-like
swirls; very fat or very thin stripes;
sinuous, wave-like patterns; and neatly
elegant geometric shapes.

Though all the colours of the spectrum
seemed to be present, it was the yellows
– in shades from moon to mustard – that
left the strongest impression. 

Reds ranged in shades from garnet to
pink to magenta and blues from royal to

midnight to sky blue. While fuchsia 
was popular thanks to its ability to give
off a sense of warmth and cheer, the
show witnessed the emergence of 
the green palette for its capacity to
represent the infinite hues of the
vegetable world. 

Natural hues were widespread in
shades of beige from ivory to brown, but
also white and pale yellow.

Decorations were richer and more
extreme in collections designed for the
East European market, where showy
decor is in high demand. 

The fall of oppressive regimes has
triggered the rise of a certain pleasure
principle, which has led this clientele to

Decoration was more elaborate
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seek ornamentation reminiscent of the
lifestyle once enjoyed by emperors and
nobles. 

Fabrics featured embellishments such
as glistening metallic drop wires and
embroidery adorned with mother-of-
pearl. 

Certain upholstery and curtain 
fabrics, which had gold threads running
through their warp and weft, were
designed to create instant shimmering
effects and make quick colour changes
while heat-shrink thread conferred a
three-dimensional appearance to flat
fabrics.

Next year’s show takes place from 8-10
May.

While most colours were
on show, yellow, blue and
red were key colours



The latest styles make cushioned vinyl suitable
for areas other than kitchens and bathrooms 

Coming out 
of the kitchen

What’s the first thing that springs to mind at the mention of
vinyl flooring? For many the answer will be the bathroom or
kitchen, because for so long it has been the destination for all
but a fraction of vinyl sales.

But this is changing with the product making headway into
other rooms as style matches its practicality.

‘Before the latest generation of cushion floors, the
floorcovering had a reputation as a practical offering, perfect
for use in bathrooms, kitchens and anywhere exposed to
regular attack from dirt and moisture. Few home owners
really considered cushion flooring as a cutting edge stylish
product with great performance characteristics. It was a great
practical choice and little else,’ says Caroline Wille, Avenue
product manager.  

But she says this state of affairs has changed with 
cushion flooring beginning to gain a reputation as a 

floor that can deliver style as well as practicality.
She cites Avenue’s Precious Metals collection to highlight

just how far vinyl has developed. 
‘Rather than simply replicating wood or stone, we are free

to add extra elements that take the popularity of natural
material and twist it, adding extra touches that lift the design
and give the floor its unique take on style,’ she says.

It has taken wood, stone and mosaic designs and lifted
them with a palette that is on-trend and different from the
norm, she says. 

‘The Natural Look and Feel surface lifts the decor to a new
level of realism, while shimmering colours, beginning with
soft silver tones, through gold to weathered bronze shades,
add an air of quiet sophistication,’ adds Wille.

The collection retains its practicality with a SuperGuard and
a 15-year guarantee.

VINYL
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To become a
Siesta bed
stockist call

0121 773 9969
www.siestabeds.co.uk
Nationwide Weekly Delivery

POCKET FLEX CARNARVON SOFT FLEX SPRUNG FLEX

FLORENCE ALOE VERA VISCO FLEX BUCKINGHAM CARDIFF

Please call us on 01443 816982 for an informal chat
Or email: Alf@jualfurnishings.co.uk or Julie@jualfurnishings.co.uk

Unit 4 South Road, Penallta Industrial Estate,
Ystrad Mynach, CF82 7ST

Jual Furnishings is an up and coming brand in the UK who have successfully
supplied a range of AV Furniture, Home Office Furniture, and Matching

Occasional Furniture to the Retail Sector for the last 5 years.

We hold healthy levels of stock in our warehouse in South Wales so that we
can offer a NEXT WORKING DAY NATIONWIDE HOME DELIVERY 
service on all orders placed by 3pm. This service is very successful 

in attracting new customers. 

We are now looking to expand our existing team of furniture agents in 
Wales, The South West, The Midlands and the North West areas of the UK. 

This is an excellent opportunity for experienced agents to represent a good
quality product with an exceptional service. 

For more information on Jual Furnishings and to view our product range
please visit our web site at www.jualfurnishings.co.uk

AGENTS REQUIRED
WALES, SOUTH WEST, MIDLANDS, NORTH WEST
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WIF winners crowned
Four of the furnishing industry’s top
female entrepreneurs were honoured at
this year’s Women in Furnishing (WIF)
awards, organised by the Furnishing
Industry Trust and sponsored by Willis &
Gambier and the Manchester Furniture
Show.

Teresa Reaney, Furniture Origins UK
head of sales and marketing, won the
Most Promising Newcomer award. The
judges said her dedication and relentless
hard work for Furniture Origins UK had
helped take the company through a
tough economic climate to become a
major industry player. 

Jodi Schofield, Burgess Beds sales
director and Louise Boyland of Wendy
Shorter Interiors, were finalists.

Businesswoman of the Year went to
Jessica Alexander, National Bed
Federation executive director. The judges
said she had driven the organisation

forward and her inspiring campaigns
such as National Bed Month and the
annual Bed Show, have helped maximise
awareness and increase membership
considerably. 

Gillian Finch, Carpenter national sales
manager and Natalie Rawson, Furniture
123 commercial director, were finalists.

Winner of the Inspirational Woman/
Women of the Year category was Kate
Hardcastle, Insight with Passion partner.
The judges said she has been the
inspiration behind many initiatives and
projects including her own successful
charity, Dream Girls. Judges felt she had
passion and drive and her great sense of
social responsibility had seen her work
tirelessly for many charities. 

Hammonds Furniture’s Claire Parker,
Kirsty Oakes and Lorraine Price were
finalists.

The Lifetime Achievement Award was
presented to Margaret Miller,

Knightsbridge Furniture chairman, by
Lord Kirkham, DFS founder. 

Recognised for her lifelong career in
the industry, the judges felt she was a
strong, talented natural leader. She broke
all traditions when she was installed as
the first Lady Master of the Worshipful
Company of Furniture Makers in 2008.

Paying tribute to Miller, Kirkham said:
‘Margaret is a strong Englishwoman and
a shrewd Yorkshirewoman too – which in
my view is a double rollover jackpot in
the lottery of life. 

‘She needed all the advantages she
could get to succeed in this male
dominated industry she so dearly loves.
The essential steel in her character is
superbly disguised by her elegant and
dignified appearance combined with her
warm and easy manner. I wholeheartedly
believe she deserves this award for her
lifetime of work, influence and
commitment to the industry.’

The winners (from left): Teresa Reaney, Margaret Miller, Jessica Alexander and
Kate Hardcastle

The winners are joined by the finalists, WIF organiser, Theresa Raymond
(far left), guest speaker Barbara Chandler (third from left), sponsor Sarah
Trigwell, Willis & Gambier sales director (fifth from right), Charles
Kerrigan, FIT chief executive, Lord Kirkham and Rodney McMahon, FIT
president (centre)

Hole lot of money for charity
The 17th Big Shots charity clay pigeon shooting
event cast aside economic thoughts and raised
£45,000 for the Furnishing Industry Trust. 

Some 43 teams took part in the day, sponsored
by Stately Interiors and Amazing Retreats,
followed by a lunch and presentation sponsored
by Furniture Village. 

Hot shots of the day included John Dunn of
Sherwood Foresters who won Top Gun (Male) with
75 points; Tracey Riddington from team Lost
Samurai/Kyoto Futons once again took Top Gun
(female) with 64 points; while the Top Team award
went to Sherwood Foresters (Mark Webster,
Andrew Sheldon, John Dunn and David Dye) with
383 points. Niels Laurents (Actona) and Russell
Jones (Caxton Cavaliers) shared the men’s Wooden
Spoon with 11 points, while Sue Killick (Sure
Shots) took home the women’s version, despite
scoring 25 points.

Hat trick: David Cormack,
Cormar Carpets marketing
director, completes a hat trick of
awards receiving the Metro
Supplier of the Year award, for
the 12th year, from the group’s
chairman Martin Ward. It
received the same award from
Flooring One and was named
Bury Employment, Support and
Training’s Employer of the Year,
for providing work experience
for young adults with disabilities
or learning difficulties.  

Chip off the block: 
If you’re a fish and
chips fan this may
just be the perfect
dining chair. Designer
and advertising
creative director 
Tim Styles has
created Chip Fork
Chair, using waxed
birch ply. ‘Growing
up, I was practically
related to the chip
fork so I wanted a
piece that indulges

nostalgic love for
the British fish
and chips dish
fused with a sleek
design and makes
people smile.’ Best
leave off the salt

and vinegar.



For further information please contact Paul or David:
Tel: 0161 203 6191        Fax: 0161 203 6270        E-mail: sales@ianmichael.co.uk        www.ianmichael.co.uk

IanMichael Auctioneers Ltd, New Street, Miles Platting, Manchester M40 8AA

DO YOU HAVE STOCK TO CLEAR?
•   With over 30 years experience in offering trade suppliers a solution to excess

stock, returns and end of line furniture. 

•   Providing a quick stock to cash transformation without compromising value.

•   We are the only trusted stock disposal team for the UK’s biggest manufacturers
and importers.

Brand new stock
now available…
Leather or solid wood dining chairs

•
Oak dining tables

•
Fabric sofas and corner groups

•
Oak or ash bedroom ranges

•
Leather or fabric sofa beds

•
Divan beds

•
Pocket sprung mattresses

•
Solid oak bed frames

•
Painted bedroom ranges

•
Oak or ash dining & occasional ranges

•
Massive quantities of returns & 
factory seconds also available

•
Gain a competitive edge 
by contacting IMA today!

•
All prices quoted on a cash & carry basis.

Only £25

Only
£130

Full bedroom range only £130 Full leather sofa bed and matching sofa only £450

Solid oak wardrobes 
only £130

From £25

Clearance sofas 
from £75

Only 
£200
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